Introduction
Cultural Heritage is a notion conceived and continuously changed in the last two centuries readapting theoretical assumptions practices and practices to new achievements and cultural developments. Nevertheless this notion also developed differently in diffentent cultural and political frameworks, in Europe and in other countries.
The fate of Istanbul, the old capital city of Ottoman Empire, changed with the end of the First World War. Ottoman Empire collapsed and in 1923, Republic of Turkey was founded under the leadership of Mustafa Kemal Atatürk. The Republic of Turkey represented a significant turning point in Turkish history. This new period was the starting point of a modernization process that includes with change of the country's political and social structure such as figures and symbols of the Ottoman Empire and their replacement with secular values for the new nation-state (Çelik, 1993) . As a result of this, the Republican authorities had decided to transfer the political capital to Ankara, thus, Istanbul lost its status. In those years, shaping the cities according to modernization approach was also important to creation of new state after long war period. Therefore, Republican authorities perceived urban planning as one of the principal works to form new state as well as to satisfy the needs of industrial age (Bozdoğan, 2002) .
Priority of limited funds was given to Ankara, new capital city of the state. After the creation of modern Ankara, according to the Jansen Plan, the Republican Government turned its attention to the planning of Istanbul (Pinon, 2010) . In this context he was teaching the employees of the Planning Office by building new expertise In these fifteen years, he worked for several urban studies such as masterplans and detailed projects. Henri Prost based his studies of Istanbul on three principal issues: transportation (la circulation), hygiene (l'hygiene) and aesthetics (l'esthetique) (Bilsel, 2010) . He also took into consideration the diversity of Istanbul as a city above by different, and has planned it with a poly-centered approach (old city on Historical Peninsula/new city on Pera). Regarding his hygiene (l'hygiene) issue on Istanbul, he proposed several public open spaces as defined with his words, espaces libres. Prost's open spaces included a system of parks, promenades, squares, terraces, boulevards, sports areas (Fonds Henri Prost,Paris) .
Within these open space proposals, the largest public park proposal was for the urban region of 'core of Pera', which extends from the today's Taksim Square to Maçka Valley where modern city settlement has expanded ( Figure 1 ). The fact that Taksim Square was an effective symbol of the Republic hosting the first Republican Monument of Istanbul (located there in 1928) , was an important influence of his decision.
The park named Park No2 (parc n'2) conceived by Prost was not only a public park. He also included public building blocks with cultural, sportive and art functions. Such decisions taken by Prost show us the area was not considered the park just as a recreation area, but as a green pattern with public services inside the city center.
As soon as in 1950, the political policy was changed and the multy-party regime was started for Turkey. Prost the following year (1951) was discharged from his position by this new regime that adopted the policies of Turkishness (Akpınar, 2010) . Interrupted the plan and broken the perspectives given by Prost, over the time the area has been transformed by the planning decisions taken over time depending on the political, cultural and ideological changes.
This paper aims to study contribute to shape the historical formation process of the area of Park No 2 as a cultural heritage of modern Istanbul. The notion of a 'Cultural Heritage of the Republic of Turkey' of Taksim Square and Gezi Park is under discussion nowadays. The main focus of the study is to identify the dynamic of transformations of this urban area by checking its deteriorations of the Prost's legacy.
Methodology
Considering the significant urban heritage and the range of histoircal changes of the Taksim-Maçka Valley, they present a perfect case study focusing on transformation and analyzing Prost's legacy. In order to be able to exemplify the case of Taksim-Maçka Valley within the framework drawn above 'digital urban history method'(telling the history in the age of the ICT revolution) (Tamborrino, 2014) have been used. 'Digital humanities' represent an innovative alternative to use of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) techniques as use of digital tools. Having use of this technique, digital technologies offer a new approach as a new interpretation key to make it possible to understand the architectural / historical outcomes and Cultural Heritage (Warwick&Terras&Nyhan, 2012) . In this study, the method is used for obtaining, processing data/information and for evolution of the outcomes. Visualization and spatialization of data have been concieved as a part of the methodology as a final demonstration but also as a research approach (Bodenhamer&Corrigan& Harris, 2010).
Obtaining of data had done through the light of various direct and indirect sources: literature view, site survey, visiting governmental agencies and archives. These data are processed through mainly using ArcGIS software and 3D modeling techniques. The reason for the selection of the software is its easing the make a comparative study rectifying different maps and data information prepared in different years with the same accuracy. (Çiftçi,2004) . Also, the fact that the Republican authorities want to use the main square as a wide celebration area affected to Prost's Taksim Square plans. Surroundings of the area were defined as a new settlement area to mark the character of the Republic's new modern life. The park was located at the core of the new settlement zone. The functions of buildings included in the park plan were also important at the large urban scale. Therefore, Prost added the Municipal Club, Dolmabahçe Stadium, Sports and Exhibition Hall and the Amphitheater to his Park No 2 Plan (Leveau,1960) . Thus, he considered the area as a whole as a public park by modern cultural notions.
In addition, Prost used the area's topography features on his planning decisions. Thus, the slopes of the Maçka Valley was planned as a fully recreational area by integrating functions of buildings and open spaces. Thus, inside the park, cafes (significantly called by Prost as belvédère) were designed by the launch of the specific competitions for the Bosphorus view.
Besides, the settlement of the public buildings was also chosen compatible with the heights of the buildings which date to Ottoman Period and topography.
The first implementation was to demolish Topçu Barracks and construct the so called Gezi Park with the compliance of Taksim Square accomplished in 1943 (Güzelleşen Istanbul,1943) . However, although Prost was discharged from his position, until 1950 the implementation of the Park No 2 was almost finished and all proposal building blocks have been built (Figure 2) . Immediately, the Park No 2 has also adopted and started to use in everyday life by the community. In addition, the following years, Prost's plan for Istanbul continued to affect the city's urban formation/ transformation process.
Transformation process of the area on Henri Prost's legacy
1950s marked the new regimes abandonment the secular attitudes, stating economic policies and nationalist self-sufficiency of the previous regime. With the new regime, the model of the cultural politics of the nation was shifted from 'European' to 'American' (Bozdoğan&Akcan,2013). As a reflection of these notions, Istanbul's first Hilton Hotel was constructed (Skidmore-Owings-Merrill,SOM was invited to design its project in 1951) and Prost's Park No'2 was selected as its location. Thus, the first deterioration of the area has been realized. Then, in 1959, the Municipal Club located at Gezi Park that was realized as a Prost's proposal was demolished to construct Sheraton Hotel (today's Intercontinental Hotel) (Figure 3 ) These implementations marked the beginning of radical changing of the conception of the urban area. Shifting its functions from collective monumental significances to touristic and private target.
The Taksim-Maçka Valley's transformation process has gained a different direction with masterplans, development plans and laws that where approved in 1980s. An important legal change that affected the planning approach was Law No. 2634 enacted on March 12, 1982, was entitled as 'Tourism Promotion Law'(Turizm Teşvik Kanunu) (Official Gazette, 31.07.1984) . Its aim which was allowed the central government to declare certain strategic sites as 'Tourism Centers' caused worries about the implementation of the law in the academic and professional field (Enlil,2011). The first determined tourism centers were located in Taksim-Maçka Valley. This law has led to the construction of very contradictive hotels in the area and the projects of the hotel buildings foreseen to be built in the framework of the law were published with named as Taksim/ Maçka Tourism Center. The valley has been the most discussed and criticized area among the tourism centers determined throughout Istanbul (Ekinci, 1993) . Meanwhile, Habitat II, the Second United Nations Conference on Human Settlements was held in Istanbul from June 3-14, 1996. In order to be able to held various events for the conference, Taksim-Maçka Valley was declared as a 'Congress Valley'. This decision was another significant turning point of the areas transformation. From these events, the area hosted many international congresses and several events to the NATO Summit in 2004. As a consequence, the collection of buildings, functions, private stakeholders was added to the park by compromising its perception as a current project. Despite the general project of a park as a whole, including open spaces, buildings, public functions, a preservation law distinguish between them by separating the monuments. In accordance with Legislation 
Conclusion
Henri Prost's studies on the planning of Istanbul were put into implementation through a series of urban operations in the aim of collective. The main idea was to modernize the social life through modern public spaces that did not exist in Ottoman traditional life. Achieving this aim has led to shaping of Park No 2 by integrating green spaces with public buildings. But the spatial GIS analysis further indicate that there has been a considerable change of urban land use since then. In the 1950s, the ratio of public buildings to the total built-up area was 73 %. It has continuously decreased: in the 1980s it was 60 %, in 1990s it was 49 % and finally the ratio of the current situation is corresponding to 48 %.
On the other hand, according to the informations gathered from the aerial photos through GIS, the overlay of the green spaces has a decreasing ratio since the 1950s. When Prost finished his service in Turkey in 1951, the ratio of green spaces to total area was 76%. Then, in the 1980s it was 71 %, in 1990s it was 62 %. Today, this green spaces ratio to the overall urban space is around 28 % (the Gezi Park constitutes 17 % of this ratio).
By this computation results, it can be observed that the identity of Taksim-Maçka Valley has been heavily modified. Considering that Prost had been integrated the public buildings to the area, these features can be seen in a small part such as stadium, AKM, amphitheater (they are corresponding to 10 % of the total built-up area).
Despite the removal a large percentage of the green spaces, the Gezi Park still presents an important achievement of the remnants of the legacy Prost. It was the first planned public park of the Republican Period of Turkey and is still being used as a public park.
In this study, digital tools have helped to understand qualitative and quantitative notions of Prost's legacy on the area. By the 3D modeling techniques and processing the data by ArcGIS, the visualization of the relationship between these notions and the topography and plan settlement has helped to investigate the fundamental principles of his planning decision as well as the change the history of Istanbul and understanding the Cultural Heritage. 
